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GKM2 Glass Knife Maker

High Precision Glass Knife Maker For Perfect Glass Knives

Features
 ͳ Solid, heavy design

 ͳ Easily produces consistent, controlled breaks

 ͳ Digital readout displays load applied to glass as breaking arm is moved

 ͳ Produces knives up to 10 mm wide

 ͳ “Balanced Break” method for the sharpest knives

 ͳ Precision micrometer positioners

 ͳ Built-in mechanical stops for easy positioning

 ͳ Precision mechanism supports “Slow-Break” technique

The RMC GKM 2 was developed to produce the highest quality glass knives, utilizing the balanced break technique. To achieve 
reproducible results, two aspects of the breaking process must be measurably controlled: position and load. The positioning of the 
glass on the GKM 2 is controlled using precision micrometers. The breaking pressure, or load, is controlled through the constant 
feedback displayed on the digital readout as the clamping handle and breaking arm are adjusted. This allows the lowest load 
possible to break the glass and so deliver long, straight knife edges.

The GKM 2 is specifically designed, incorporating the “balanced break” method to produce optimum and reproducible breaking 
and thus high quality knife edges. As the name implies, the balanced break requires an equal length of glass on each side of the 
score, along with a mechanism that applies equal load to each side, resulting in a straight break through the glass. This is 
important as this newly formed edge will become the actual knife edge. The GKM 2 also makes it possible to achieve consistent 
“slow breaks” desired to produce the best knives for cryosectioning. 

The body of the GKM 2 is precision machined from solid metal components to provide a stable platform for this exacting 
technique. It is designed to handle glass strips from 6 mm (1/4”), 8mm, and 10 mm in thickness and 25mm wide, with mechanical 
stops to produce 25 mm glass squares with ease. Micrometers provide precise and reproducible alignment of these squares for 
the diagonal breaks to produce the knives. Alignment is secured by a locking mechanism to maintain your desired settings. 

Pressure sensor and digital display enable the operator to produce accurate knives with each controlled break. Precision 
micrometers accurately position glass squares for the final break into knives. The solid platform, micrometer positioners, and 
digital load readout all contribute to reliably producing the sharpest knives.

An instructional video with details on how to make consistent, high quality glass knives with the RMC Glass Knife Maker is included.
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Shipping List

Part #   Description    Qty.

76011   GKM2 Assembly
Includes Digital Read Out

 ͳ 315952  Micrometers    2

 ͳ 311306  Wrench 5/64”    1

 ͳ 45745  Scoring Wheel    2

 ͳ 76077  Scoring Wheel Axle    1

 ͳ 311445  Safety Glasses    1

 ͳ 316084  Cleaning Brush    1

 ͳ 316995  Glass, 6mm x 25.4mm x 406mm, 30 pcs. 1

 ͳ 76098  Cover     1

 ͳ 55AH052  DB-9 Serial Cable    1

 ͳ Varies   Power Cable    1

Shipping Specifications 
 ͳ Dimensions:   510mm x 305mm x 305mm     /     20” x 12” x 12”

 ͳ Net weight:   17.5kg     /     38lbs

 ͳ Gross weight:   21.5kg     /     47lbs

Consumables
 ͳ 316995  Glass Strip, 6mm x 25.4mm x 406mm 

(1/4” x 1” x 16”) pack of 30 glass strips

 ͳ 316996  Glass Strip, 8mm x 25.4mm x 406mm
(5/16” x 1” x 16”) pack of 24 glass strips

 ͳ 76081  GKM scoring wheel & axle kit
Includes 2 replacement scoring wheels and 1 axle
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